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Latest news from the studio of Jordan Harcourt-Hughes

Jordan’s art
studio is moving
to New Zealand!
New bespoke
framed prints in
stock
Shop ‘Dreamwalk 2’

jordanharcourthughes.com

FROM
THE
STUDIO
Kia ora - greetings from New Zealand!
Moving to New Zealand has been on our agenda
for a little while now. We’re doing it in a staggered
approach.I’ve been here three months. Chris
arrives Friday!

I’ve got a new phone number, so for any
studio enquiries you can now reach me on

It’s hard to write about New Zealand at the

+64 216 55839.

moment. It has always been such a special place

My studio email address remains the same:

for us. We got married here. We’ve always had

hithere@jordanharcourthughes.com

a wonderful family network here. And we’ve
always loved travelling around the country.
I had been here three weeks when the

All the very best from Wellington,
Jordan

Christchurch tragedy happened, and was thrown
in to the deep end, with my day job in government
and involved in the Justice response. It was hard,
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and since that time the thing that I feel is a real

1. Hieime: new framed print in stock

sense that we are all bruised. It’s hard to talk
about what it means in the long term because we
are really just getting back to business as usual.
Maybe in time I can share more. For the mean

Aoraki Mount Cook: photo taken in 2010 from the window of our wedding suite at The Hermitage, Mt Cook

2. New Zealand here we come!
3. Shop my new design Dreamwalk 2
4. New year, new journal

time however I will just say that I love this place

5. Shop my favourite notebooks

deeply, and am really happy to be here and I feel

6. Stock list

hopeful and happy and optimistic about the
future.

jordanharcourthughes.com
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framed prints in stock
‘HIEIME’ GALLERY QUALITY FRAMED FINE ART PRINT

This is one of my custom-framed prints entitled
Hieime. The print is overlaid with a 60mm matt
board and protected by glass. The frame itself is
blond wood, a stylish and contemporary finishing
touch that elevates the print and makes it ready to
hang and enjoy in any setting. Dimensions including
frame: 800mm wide, 900mm high, 20mm deep.
shop Hieme
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new
zealand
here we
come!
My New Zealand adventure started really when

a lifestyle change we’ve been excited about

I met Chris, my Kiwi husband, fourteen years

ever since.

ago. Since then we’ve been going back and forth
between Wellington and Sydney, enjoying many
amazing holidays and spending time with our
whānau (family).
Chris and I got married on Aoraki Mt Cook in 2010. What a day that
was! We had a very small family ceremony and surprised everyone by
organising helicopters to take us right up to the snowline, where we
said our vows. My Cook is in New Zealand’s gorgeous south island.

We had originally planned to move over
some time after 2020 - maybe even 2025. But
it seems the universe has conspired with us
to make it happen faster and earlier than

So last year we made the leap and bought a property

planned - but we’re ready!

about an hour north of Wellington, on the Kapiti
Coast. We fell in love with the place straight away
- it’s near a river, and then on the other side of the
river is the ocean. Having been living in the city
forever, to be out of the fray and closer to nature is
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Four reasons to love New Zealand
#1: Great place for the folks to holiday
These wonderful people are my folks, David
and Janine. I’m looking forward to them
coming over to spend time with us and
enjoying some more Kiwi adventures They
are already long standing fans and have
visited NZ a lot - but they haven’t explored
the Kapiti Coast yet!

•
•
•
•

#3: Best Kiwi sister in law of all time!
My sister in law Deirdre is amazing.
I’m so excited to get to spend more time with
her. She’s one of the funniest, kindest and
inspiring people I know. Here she is (in the
middle) with the mounted print of Jewels of
the Ocean we gave her for her birthday a few
years ago.

#4: One niece, made in New Zealand
My niece Scarlett, with Chris and I, and her
Mum Treena on the right, was concieved
here in NZ when everyone came over for our
wedding! Another great reason for family
visits over the coming years!

jordanharcourthughes.com

Starting a new job
Settling into a new city
Hanging out with my awesome Kiwi family
Chris packing up the Sydney house

Kāpiti is about 40km from Wellington, with beaches
coastal dune lands, wetlands, rivers, forests, foothills
and mountains to explore and enjoy.

Phase 2 :
Chris joins the party

Kāpiti Island lies five kilometres off the Kāpiti

•
•

nature reserve protecting some of New Zealand’s

#2: So many wineries to enjoy
It’s not just the wineries, of course. It’s
everything, from the culture, the cafes, the
opportunity to enjoy the country’s natural
beauty and also the fact that you can enjoy
such good wine! We’re having a great old time
at Jared and Claudia’s 2014 wedding in this
pic.

About the Kapiti Coast

Phase 1 :
On the ground in Wellington

Chris arrives for good
Our shipping crate makes its way over from Sydney,
including all of my paints, canvases and studio
supplies

Phase 3:
Coming home to the Kapiti Coast
•
•
•

Coming home for the first time to our new home
on the Kapiti Coast
Setting up my new art studio - wohoo!
figuring out the daily commute to Wellington for
work

most endangered birds. The 1965 hectare island
is one of the few relatively accessible island nature
reserves in the country and is one of New Zealand’s
pre-eminent sites for bird recovery.
The island is the summit of a submerged mountain
range created by an earthquake 200 million years
ago, was first identified by naturalists as a possible
bird sanctuary as early as 1870 and has been reserved
for this purpose since 1897.

Phase 4:
SETTLING IN!
•
•
•

coastline. The island is an internationally famed

Getting our airbnb guest wing ready
starting a vegie garden
getting a dog - finally!

Phase 5:
Open for business
•
•
•
•
•

Come visit us on the Kapiti Coast
Stay in our guest wing
Visit my art studio
Stay for an art or writing retreat or join me for a day
of painting
Stay for a holiday

Chris and I have spent a few days so far exploring
Waikanae Beach, which is just across the road from
our new house (which we haven’t actually moved into
yet!). You can see Kapiti Island in the distance.
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latest painting
THE BENEFITS OF ENJOYING A CHEEKY
LUNCHTIME VINO BY YOURSELF!

Here’s my latest finished painting. I’ve called her
Saaskia! She’s painted in acrylic paints on canvas.
Like many of my artworks, she’s taken a few years
to evolve.
Saaskia first started as a sketch that I made when I
found myself down at the Sydney Dance Company
(SDC) one day on a lunch-time walk. Although it’s
moved now, the SDC was then situated on a wharf
looking out onto the harbour, with a lovely open,
sun-drenched café with floor to ceiling windows
that let you just stare out onto the water and just
earlier chapter illustration from
Bitroux: The Metalsmith.

drift away.
I was feeling so light and carefree at being out and
about, away from the office and having some time
to myself that I even ordered a glass of wine. It felt
ridiculously cheeky and I had a wonderful time. I
had my sketch book, a bevvie and wonderful view
of the harbor. I couldn’t have asked for more. I drew
a series of about eight or ten sketches, and one of
them was the bare bones of Saaskia.
continued over page
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The wharf precinct near the old site of the Sydney Dance Company
bars often make an appearance in my art. For
Others, such as the one on the left, I’ve used
as illustrations in my book Bitroux: The
Metalsmith.

some reason I feel that these bars ground the
painting; where the circles are quite esoteric,
the bars are more earthly and solid. The
colours are also part of my signature colour

Others, I’ve kept to further develop at some
point down the track. But I’ve held on to that
sketch book very firmly, because each of those
sketches seemed special, somehow.
In Saaskia, you’ll see a few motifs that appear

palette at this point in time, particularly this
combination of teals and greens.
Saaskai is now available in my store as an
original painting also available in a range of
sizes as a fine art print.

in a lot of my work. Nearly every work that I
do has circles – they are a symbol that I’ve yet
to explore fully but they constantly appearand
have done so since I began painting.
Secondly, vertical and horizontal repeating
shop Saaskia
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latest

NEW PRODUCT!

Perfect
for gifts!

Shop ‘dreamwalk 2’

X-LARGE
ART PRINT
$57.99

Wall Hanging $32.00

shop the wall hanging

Carry-all Pouch from $16.99

shop the pouch

Wall Clock from $25.59

shop the clock

Dreamwalk 2 is a gallery quality Giclée print on natural
white, matte, ultra smooth, 100% cotton rag, acid and
lignin free archival paper. Archival inks are used and its
custom trimmed with a one inch border for framing.

CLICK HERE TO
Prices in USD.
Shipping not included.

Greeting cards from $15.99
(set of 3)

shop the cards

shop the print
jordanharcourthughes.com

journals
Have you seen my
range of notebooks?
They come lined;
perfect for writing
goals, plans, journals
and lists and also
blank; perfect for
creative doodling!
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shop the ‘Golden’
notebook

shop the ‘Elemental’
notebook

jordanharcourthughes.com

shop the ‘Monday in the
Garden’ notebook

shop the ‘Bedlam on
a Friday’ notebook

shop the ‘Dreamwalk 2’ notebook

shop the ‘Drummer
Pods’ notebook

jordanharcourthughes.com

STOCK LIST

Custom-made and Original artworks
‘Hieime’ custom framed
fine art print

$399.00

Featured products

A note about my online stores
My art and design products are
available through a variety of online

shop ‘Hieime’

marketplaces. All of them offer secure
shopping.
The click-to-purchase links will either

‘Saaskia’ original painting

$550.00

shop ‘Saaskia’

‘Dreamwalk 2’ prints and merchandise
XL Fine Art Print

$57.909

take you to my personal website where
I sell original artworks and special
packages, Society6, Fine Art America,

shop the print

Roostery or Spoonflower. If you have
issues with any of these sites please let
me know by emailing me at hithere@

Wall Hanging
Carry-all pouch

From $32.00

From $16.99

shop the wall hanging

shop the pouch

jordanharcourthughes.com.
Pricing
Pricing is correct at the time of
publication. With the exception of
sales through jordanharcourthughes.

Wall Clock

From $25.59

shop the clock

com, all pricing is in USD. Items also
ship from the US.

Greeting Cards (set of 3)

From $15.99

shop the cards

Shipping
Prices do not include shipping.
Shipping costs start at $10 and will be
calculated upon check out.
Returns
I want you to love whatever you
purchase, so if you don’t, you can
return it. Please let me know within
48 hours of recieving your goods.

jordanharcourthughes.com

Jordan is a Sydney-based author, artist

Website: jordanharcourthughes.com

and designer. Her work, renown for

To visit my Society6 shop click here

a vibrant use of colour, is a dialogue

To visit my Fine Art America shop click here

about nature, abstract beauty, spiritual

To visist my Roostery shop click here

experience and pattern making.

E: hithere@jordanharcourthughes.com
Facebook:jordaninthestudio
Instagram: jordaninthestudio
Pinterest: jhhsydney

